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M. Guinchard, A. Lechner, A. Masi, V. Mertens, R. Morón Ballester, S. Redaelli, J. Uythoven,
V. Vlachoudis, F. Zimmermann, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Transient beam losses on a time scale of a few ms have
been observed in the LHC injection kickers, occurring
mainly shortly after beam injection with a strong
correlation in time to the kicker pulsing. The beam losses,
which have at times affected LHC availability, are
attributed to micron scale ceramic dust particles detached
from the alumina beam pipe and accelerated into the
beam. The beam related observations are described,
together with laboratory measurements of beam pipe
contamination and kicker vibration, simulations of
electric field in the beam pipe and the basic dynamic
model. Energy deposition simulations modelling the beam
losses are presented and compared to measurement.
Extrapolations to future LHC operation at higher
intensities and energies are made, and prospects for
mitigation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The first years of high intensity LHC operation
revealed an important performance limitation: so called
UFOs (Unidentified Falling Objects) [1]. These fast beam
losses were first observed in July 2010 and led to a total
of 35 protection beam dumps in 2010 and 2011. The
origin is presumed to be micrometer sized dust particles
interacting with the beam. The duration of the beam
losses is of the order of 1 ms, or 10 LHC turns. A
significant concentration of UFO events occurs at the
injection kicker magnets (MKIs) [2], which contain
ceramic (Al2O3) tubes, Fig. 1. Studies have been
performed with beam, operational equipment has been
measured and simulations performed to try to understand
the processes and origin.

OBSERVATIONS
Extensive diagnostic improvements have been made, in
order to capture fast loss data and better understand the
phenomena in the MKI and around the LHC [3]. The
main results relevant to the MKIs are described below.

UFO Concentration at MKIs
Of ~7800 UFO events analysed [4] the vast majority
had peak beam loss below the dump threshold: around
500 (6%) were located around the MKI kickers, which
represent only 0.06% of the LHC length. The ceramic
vacuum tube and pulsed high voltage are unique to the
MKI – tests with the MKQ tune kickers did not produce
UFOs [5], but these have metalised ceramic tubes.

Correlation with MKI Pulse Timing
It was observed from operational data that the MKI
UFOs occurred during or shortly after injection, with a
rather rapid decay of the rate after about 30 minutes.
Dedicated studies [5] revealed a clear correlation with the
pulsing of the MKI kickers, Fig. 2. Many events occur
within the first 100 ms after the kicker pulsing, with the
fastest UFO only 3 ms after the pulse. Approximately 60
ms would be expected were the particles falling under
gravity alone and the shorter times imply particles
accelerated at >3000 ms-2 from the ceramic wall.
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Figure 2: Temporal distribution of UFOs after MKI pulse.

Dependence on Vacuum and Electron Cloud

Figure 1: MKI ceramic tube, with screen conductors to
carry the beam image current.
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A positive correlation has been observed between the
MKI UFO rate and the local vacuum pressure [6]. The
source of the vacuum pressure rise was probably electron
cloud in the magnet and its interconnects, which suggests
that the flux of electrons may play a role in the MKI UFO
process, possibly by charging of insulated particles.
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Amplitude of Loss Peaaks
FLUKA siimulations weere used to esstimate the paarticle
sizes, by callibrating the signals
s
in a beam
b
loss moonitor
(BLM) adjaccent to the MK
KI to around 4×107 interacctions
per Gy at 3..5 TeV. An observed peak
k loss of 8.5 Gys-1
12
then correspoonds to 3.4×10 inelastic nuclear
n
interacctions
per second [11]. For particlle sizes much less than the bbeam
sigma (σx=3225µm, σy=325µm), the particle is calcuulated
to have a minnimum radius of about 40 m.
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c
of All and O, and
d most likelyy
macrro particles consist
origiinate from th
he Al2O3 tubee. For referen
nce, the cleann
room
m air gave ab
bout 100 partticles on a fillter, with 104
partiicles for a new
w tube before cconductor insertion.

Additionall BLMs were added in the LHC at the M
MKIs
to improve thhe spatial resoolution of the losses. In parrallel,
the entire reggion was modelled [7] in detail in FLU
UKA,
including quuadrupole annd dipole fielld maps, vaccuum
modules annd accurate BLM
B
positio
ons. Losses were
generated byy adding test aluminium particles
p
at vaarious
longitudinal locations. Examples of thee results are shhown
in Fig. 3, wiith measured values. Overaall the simulaations
clearly pointt to a loss souurce within, or very close tto the
MKIs, ratheer than in uppstream elem
ments such ass the
superconductting Q5 magnnet or the BTV
V monitor.

Figu
ure 4: Laser in
nterferometer m
measurement (preliminary))
of viibration when pulsing an M
MKI kicker maagnet.

Figu
ure 5: Al2O3 macro
m
particle ffrom MKI cerramic tube.

Elecctric Field in
i the Ceram
mic Tube

Laboratoryy Vibration Measuremeents
Measurem
ments were caarried out usiing accelerom
meters
and laser inteerferometers on
o a spare MK
KI magnet, puulsing
under vacuum
m [8]. The measurements
m
were compliicated
by electrical noise and sppurious vibrattion, but indiicated
vibrations off the tank witth small ampllitudes (10 nm
m) in
the 60-300 H
Hz range whenn the kickers pulse,
p
Fig. 4.

Analysis off Ceramic Tube
T
Contam
mination
An MKI tankk removed froom the LHC at the end of 2010
was flushedd with N2 thhrough a filtter. Inspection
on by
scanning elecctron microsccope showed an
a estimated 55×106
particles on tthe filter [9]. Most particles were of μm
m size,
but particless up to abouut 100 μm were
w
found, F
Fig. 5.
Energy-dispeersive X-ray spectroscopy
s
revealed that most
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Figure 3: Coomparison beetween simulaated and meaasured
loss patterns in the injectioon kicker regio
on.

Th
he electric fielld during the 10 s flat-top
p of the kickerr
pulsee was modelled [10]. In FFig. 6 the poteentials on thee
impeedance stripess are shown through the kicker pulse..
The voltages jum
mp to positivee voltage of up to 20 kV
V
durin
ng field rise, then drop to 0 V during the flat top off
the field
f
pulse, th
hen jump to nnegative voltage during thee
field
d fall. During the flat top, w
with 15 screeen conductorss
the field
f
exceeds 1 MV/m in soome locations at the bottom
m
of th
he tube (HV bu
usbar side). T
This electric fieeld is reducedd
by a factor of 7 if all 24 conducctors are installled.
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Figu
ure 6: Voltagee on screen conductors during
d
kickerr
pulsee. Screen 3 is at the bottom
m of the tube, 12
1 at the top.
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Loss patterrns at the MKIs
M
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DYNAM
MIC MODE
EL

MITIGATION PO
OSSIBILIT
TIES

From the observations, simulations and measurem
ments
detailed abovve, the lossess are assumed
d to originate from
micron sizedd dust particlles in the kicckers, which come
from the mannufacturing annd assembly of
o the Al2O3 ttubes.
The particless could be deetached and acccelerated tow
wards
the beam byy the electric field
f
when the kicker is puulsed,
and then acccelerated tow
wards the beeam by the bbeam
potential. Intteraction withh the beam would
w
both rem
move
electrons froom the particlle and producce beam lossses. A
numerical m
model has beeen constructeed to simulatee the
different dynnamic processses [11]. The electric field from
the kicker puulse has also been
b
included
d, as this is acttually
much strongger than the fiield from the proton beam
m. The
results show
w that particless cannot be picked
p
up from
m the
bottom of thee tube and reaach the beam – instead it apppears
that particless must be detached from th
he top of the tube,
and also haave a high innitial charge state so as tto be
b the kickerr pulse durinng its
sufficiently accelerated by
d
time, a 1 m
10 s duratioon. To reach a few ms drift
radius particcle with A = 1013 would
d need a neggative
charge of thee order of 105 e, Fig. 7. Since the accelerration
depends on Q
Q/A, a 40 m radius particle as implied bby the
FLUKA resuults would reequire a charrge state of aabout
1010 e.

Th
he most prom
mising means oof reducing th
he MKI UFO
O
rate is by greatly
y reducing thee number of Al2O3 macroo
partiicles. Variou
us mitigationn measures have beenn
conssidered. Metallised ceramic tubes have beeen simulatedd
but will
w result in an unacceptaably long kiccker field risee
times of 4.5 s [2
2], compared to 1s at present. Buryingg
the screen
s
conducctors beneath the surface of
o the ceramicc
would reduce particle contaminnation but is very difficultt
to manufacture
m
and
a may affeect beam imp
pedance [12]::
addin
ng screen con
nductors [2], tto reduce the electric field,,
is beeing implemeented. An impproved cleaniing proceduree
for the
t MKI tubes was tested aand succeeded in reducingg
the measured
m
partticle density bby a factor off 5-7 to below
w
106 particles; furtther improvem
ments are plaanned in thiss
direcction. The extrra screen condductors will allso reduce thee
electtric field. In addition, impprovement off the vacuum
m
and electron clou
ud in the M
MKI region is
i also beingg
pursu
ued, with optiions such as N
NEG coatings in the copperr
beam
m pipe, for the circulatiing beam. Finally,
F
BLM
M
thressholds in the nearby
n
magneets could also be increased,,
untill quenches occcur.

mulated trajecctories for paarticles of diffferent
Figure 7: Sim
charges, takiing account off the MKI fieeld, beam fieldd and
particle charrging. A/Q muust be around
d 10-8 to reacch the
observed tim
mes of a few ms.
m

EXTRAPOLATION
N TO HIGH
HER ENER
RGY
AND IN
NTENSITY
Y
The effectts of operatingg with 25 ns bunch spacinng are
expected iniitially to be worse, throu
ugh the increeased
electron clouud. However this
t should co
ondition awayy with
beam scrubbbing. Extrapoolations to hig
gher beam ennergy
and intensitiees have been made
m
[3], baseed on the statiistics,
FLUKA sim
mulations and wire scanner data. There iis not
expected to bbe a significaant change forr even higherr total
beam intensiities. Howeveer, 7 TeV eneergy will resuult in
UFOs whichh have ×4 higgher amplitud
de, and in adddition
the supercoonducting maagnet quench
h thresholds will
reduce by a ffactor of 5, wiith lower BLM
M thresholds. Even
with a consttant UFO ratte at 7 TeV, the
t effects wiill be
worse for thhe LHC, withh ≈25 dumps expected perr year
due to MKII UFOs. For the overall machine, a m
much
sharper rise iis expected in the arc UFO rate [3].
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CONCLUSSIONS
UF
FOs at the in
njection kickeers seem to be
b due to thee
comb
bination of high
h
concenttrations of Al
A 2O3 macro-partiicles from the tube manufaccture or assem
mbly, chargingg
of th
hese particles and
a then detacchment and/o
or accelerationn
by th
he kicker electric field into the beam. Ex
xtrapolation too
7 TeeV indicates that ≈25 fills pper year coulld be dumpedd
by th
his phenomen
non, to be coompared to ≈100 expectedd
from
m arc UFOs. Realistic mitiigation for th
he MKIs willl
focu
us on reducing
g the particle ddensity as mucch as possiblee
by im
mproved cleaning and prodduction techn
niques, with a
facto
or of 10 certaiinly feasible, w
while continu
uing to reducee
electtron cloud in
n the regionn and incorporating moree
screeen conductors to reduce thee electric field.
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